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The image is not available forColour: One of the most exciting cameras, which debuted in 2012, was the Canon PowerShot G1 X. It featured a 1.5-sensor (which is only 20% smaller than the APS-C), a 28-112mm lens (albeit moderately slow), a fully articulate LCD, and an optical viewfinder (rare at the time). The result was one of the first semi-pocket cameras that offer image quality that rivals
interchangeable lens cameras. The G1 X was far from perfect: the maximum aperture range of the F2.8-5.8 lens was not great, AF performance and minimal focus distance were disappointing, continuous shooting speeds were poor, and battery life was completely lousy. With the Mark II version of the PowerShot G1 X, Canon considered many of the flaws of its predecessor. For a start, the G1 X II has a
faster lens that covers a wider focal range and can shoot much closer to the object. It also promises a faster, more sophisticated AF system, improved continuous photography, dual control dials around the lens and Wi-Fi with NFC. The Lcd has also been redesigned: now it leans up 180 and down 45 - instead of flipping to the side - and touch functionality has been added as well. The camera is also
significantly smaller than its ancestor, now more like an outgrown S-series rather than an out-of-size G12. What got sacrificed in all this was an optical viewfinder, but don't be afraid you can buy the XGA EVF tilt for $300. Canon PowerShot G1 X Mark II key features 12.8 megapixel 1.5-type CMOS sensor Digic 6 processor 24-120mm equivalent F2.0-3.9 lens with optical IS Dual (customizable) control ring
Tilting 3, 1.04M point touchscreen LCD 5.2 fps Continuous Shooting Maintains same angle view at 4:3 and 3:2 Wi-Fi with NFC with remote control via smartphone 1080/30p videotaping Optional XGA electronic viewfinder Big Story remains G1 X II in 1.5 type sensor, which is about 5.6 times larger, than the one that is in Canon's own PowerShot G16. The result is still a fair little bit smaller than the APS-C-
sized sensors used in canon DSLRs, but then the camera is quite a bit smaller, too. It is interesting to compare the EOS-M, which is similar in body size, to the G1 X II: the built-in lens and smaller sensor allow PowerShot to remain much smaller than the M would be if the equivalent lens are available. While the total number of pixels is 15 million the same as on the G1 X, the G1 X Mark II uses only about
13 million (against 14.3). The pixel sizes of the G1 X Mark II show that it is trimmed from a sensor that is larger than the image area, allowing it to offer the same angle of view for both the 3:2 and 4:3 side ratios - something that the original G1 X couldn't do. The 18.7 x 12.4mm size sensor that Canon was quoting appears to refer to a 3:2 crop area - the sensor itself is the same size as the one in the original
G1 X. Find out more, read our original first-look article. Another significant change to the G1 X II II Lens department. Gone are the relatively slow 28-112 equiv. F2.8-5.8 lens on G1 X - replaced by a much more attractive 24-120mm equivalent of the F2.0-3.9 lens. The use of a smaller sensor area means that these numbers are not directly comparable, but the new lens is certainly brighter. Where the
minimum focus distance on the G1 X was a useless 20 cm (and 40 cm in most modes), the new lens could be as little as 5 cm from its subject. Canon has also improved the autofocus system, and claims that the G1 X has the fastest-ever canon compact camera. The combination of a fast camera lens and a 1.5-sensor pays big dividends, as shown below: The above chart shows changes in the 35 mm
equivalent aperture as the equivalent focal length increases. This diagram allows you to see the effect of different aperture and lens ranges, taking into account the different dimensions of the sensors. The G1 X II starts very well, and bumps into three other cameras (the original G1 X, Sony Cyber-shot RX100 II, and Canon Rebel with lens kit) at 28mm. So what does all this mean? Simply put, this means
that the G1 X II allows for finer depth of field than the cameras that are above it on the chart. It can also be assumed that the G1 X Mark II has the potential for better low light performance than other cameras have shown. Back to new features: THE LCD has been redesigned and can roll over 180 degrees (you know, for selfies) and down by 45 degrees. It's also a touch that allows for all the controls you'd
expect from such a feature. However, it's a step back from the hinged, fully articulated screen on the original G1 X that made it much more flexible. While the optical viewfinder from the G1 X has disappeared (and frankly, it wasn't very good), Canon offers an XGA (1024 x768 pixels) EVF that is attached to a special connector on hot shoes and can tilt up 90 degrees. The bad news is that EVF is worth $300.
One last feature note shouldn't be surprising in this day and age, and it's Wi-Fi. You can control your camera remotely and send photos to social networking sites, cloud storage, or your computer. THE NFC (near-communication field) is also USED, allowing you to pair the camera with compatible smartphones by clicking on them together. The specs compared to how you've probably assembled so far,
there are quite a few differences between the G1 X Mark II and its predecessor. The chart below lists the most significant ones: PowerShot G1 X PowerShot G1 X Mark II Effective resolution 14.3 megapixel 12.8 megapixel Digic 5 Digic 6 Multi-aspect Multi-aspect No Yes (3:2, 4:3) focal range of the 28-112mm equiv lens. Equiv. Объектив максимальная диафрагма F2.8-5.8 F2.0-3.9 Минимальное
расстояние фокусировки (нормальный режим) 40см (W), 1.3m (T) 5cm (W), 40cm (T) Минимальное расстояние фокусировки (режим Макро) 20cm (W), (W), (T) 5cm (W), 40cm (T) Control RingsMi No (front control dial) 2 LCD design Full tilt articulation (180 up/45 down) Touch Screen No Yes Viewfinder Optical No (optional EVF) Continuous shooting 2 f 5 fps Max Video Resolution 1080/24p
1080/30p Wi-Fi No Yes (with NFC) Battery life (CIPA) 250 shots 240 shots excluding battery life and degree of lcd traffic (and, for some people, optical viewfinder), the G1 X II has much more impressive features, than his predecessor. You can see the cosmetic changes on the Body and Design page. Accessories There's no shortage of extras for the G1 X Mark II. The most notable are the electronic
viewfinder and custom clutch. EVF-DC1 ($299) is an XGA electronic viewfinder with 2.36 million points (1024x 768 pixels). As shown above, the viewfinder can tilt up 90 degrees. It has a built-in eye sensor, or you can turn it on through the button on the left side. Although the viewfinder's resolution is quite high, the upgrade speed is not as good as the main LCD. There will be some people who condemn
the loss of the G1 X built-in viewfinder, but given how small and inaccurate it was, we believe that being able to include a much better find (or not if you don't want to spend extra) is a reasonable alternative. This of course means that you need to spend more money to get a camera with a viewfinder, but this effective price increase compared to the G1 X also gets a faster, more versatile lens, a smaller form
factor and all the other camera improvements. The standard clutch custom clutch of those with big hands may find the clutch of the G1 X Mark II a little lacking. Canon offers a GR-DC1A custom clutch ($29), which is more substantial. Switching capture simply involves removing a couple of screws, replacing parts, and then screwing a new back in. Other accessories include an underwater enclosure (WP-
DC53), a 58mm adapter filter (FA-DC58E), a lens hood (LH-DC80) and a remote shutter release (RS-60E3). We extract offers for your location, please update the page to see the prices. Page 2 Disassembling camera is not for the faint of heart, but if you decide to do so, you don't have to go it alone. Our friends at iFixit publish disassembly guides to allow owners of electronic devices to do some fixes
themselves. And who wouldn't want to see what's under the plastic shell of a Canon top-in-line compact camera? Read moreLike any travel photographer, David Julian is happy to carry less gear whenever possible in his travels. With a photo expedition to Alaska on the horizon, he agreed to take the Canon G1 X Mark II for a spin and try it out from the perspective of a travel photographer. No doubt it's easy
to lead on a long journey, but it's versatile enough to be Traveller's camera? Read moreWhat's special about the Panasonic Lumix DMC-LX100? It uses the same sensor as the GX7, but is clearly disadvantaged without being part of the interchangeable lens system. So why would you Choose a Lumix LX100 with an expensive body compared to the flexibility of just a little more Lumix DMC-GX7? Has
Panasonic shot himself in the foot? Click to read moreUpdate: Among the many ads yesterday, Adobe also made the final release of the Raw Camera version and DNG Transformer 8.5 available for download. Several new cameras currently supported including the Canon Powershot G1 X Mark II, Olympus OM-D E-M10, Panasonic GH4 and Sony Cyber-shot RX100 III. MoreAdobe made Camera Raw and
DNG Transformer 8.5 release candidates available for download. A short list of cameras are added to support ACR, including the Canon Powershot G1 X Mark II, Olympus OM-D E-M10 and Panasonic GH4 (with pre-supported support). Camera Raw 8 Users Photoshop CS6 will get new camera support, lens profiles and bug fixes, but a few new features are being added for Photoshop CC subscribers.
MorePage 3 While its slimmed-down style may make it look like the G1 X Mark II has fewer control points than the G1 X, it actually has another one. More controls are also configured, with two dials wrapped around the lens as the most visible. There are also two customizable buttons - the Shortcut button and the red Rec button. In addition, the camera menu feature (which was on Canon PowerShots for
what seems like an eternity) can now be adjusted to your liking. Dial settings Double dials around the lens can be customized, sometimes to the point of redundant. You can set up the dial and buttons in the Functional Destinations menu. Here's a complete list of features that can be assigned to the three-dial camera. Several options apply more than one function to the camera's tap, the inner dial. If one of
these options is chosen, the 'up' direction on the four-second controller (which typically controls Exposure Comp.) switches between options. External dial Internal dial Program of the rear dial (Not assigned) - Exposure comp - Not assigned - Exhibit comp (DR correct - Shadow correct - ISO - WB correct - Attitude to aspect - Step zoom - Not assigned) / Shutter speed - WB correct/shutter speed - Ratio of
aspects/shutter speed - Step zoom/shutter speed - Not assigned - Exposure comp - DR Correct - Shadow Correct - ISO - UB Ratio - Ratio - Step-zoom - Priority on Shutter Speed Diaphragm - Not appointed. Exhibit comp DR correct Shadow correct ISO WB correction Aspect ratio Step zoom Aperture Guide Not assigned Aperture Shutter speed Shutter speed / aperture DR correct /shutter speed /
diaphragm Shadow correct / shutter speed / shutter Iso /shutter speed / diaphragm shutter speed/aperture - Step zoom/shutter speed/aperture - Shutter speed - Not assigned - DR correct - Shadow correct - ISO - WB Correct ratio - Step Factor - Step Increase - Default Installation One additional feature not specified above, is the ability to use the external dial for direct manual focus, When the AF-MF setting
is on, you can semi-click, to autofocus, and then use the dial to adjust the focus distance manually, complete with frame extension and peak. There are two ways to look at this level of customization; Not only is it possible to install different set features in exposure mode, but also the ability to assign up to three functions to click (internal) dial. On the one hand, there is a risk that may seem confusing - being
able to switch through three functions can make it difficult to remember what the dial is going to do, the next time you turn it on. Another way to see this is that you're able to assign an extra feature to a better location and a beautiful-to-use dial on the camera - avoiding the predicament presented by some rivals, where you have to choose which function you want on a good dial and which you're willing to
push back on an awkward, uncomfortable back four/dial. The settings button almost every camera function can be assigned to the Shortcut and movie buttons. Here's the full list: Not Assigned - Film Recording - DR Correction - Shadow Correct - White Balance - Custom Balance White 1/2 - My Colors - Drive Mode - Self-Deprecise - Af Frame - Lighting - ND-Filter - Aspect Ratio not available for the Shortcut
Button Function Menu G1 X II features (short way) menus can also be configured, and it's about time. You can do this through Func. A version of the Layout menu that is on the shooting settings menu. The menu function is one of the main products of Canon PowerShot cameras. Here you can choose what is included in the function menu. The following options can be used in the Func menu: DR
correction Shadow correct White Balance My Colors Reclaiming Drive Mode Self-affirming Light-reflector ND-filter Ratio aspects Image type Pixel recording Compression Film quality One thing, which some may find annoying is that, like other recent PowerShots, the menu feature is not dismissed until you press the Func half-pressed shutter release will not do so, and will not be entering the standard menu
(which is unavailable if you are in the White Balance section of the func menu). Saving the Func menu is useful if you're trying to re-take the same shot with different settings, since the Func menu pops up back after the first shot, allowing you to make a quick change for the second shot. However, it can also slow down the overall use of the camera: if you don't actively close the Func menu, then the control
dials and multiple buttons are linked to the navigation menu, causing an extra delay you don't usually get with other cameras. The main menu menu system on the PowerShot G1 X Mark II remains unchanged compared to the recent Canon PowerShots, and it's just fine. The menus look good, run smoothly, and offer tips and tips for people who may not know what all these items mean. The main menu is
attractive, responsive and easy to navigate. Notice the help display at the bottom of the screen. The most commonly used menu items can be placed in My Menu. If you want to get quick access to the settings that you use the most, you can put them in My Menu, virtually every option in the menu can go there and you can make my menu screen the default when the menu button is pressed. The Auto ISO
G1 X II has a customizable Auto ISO feature that allows you to set the maximum sensitivity the camera will use, and how quickly it will increase shutter speed. Maximum sensitivity ranges from ISO 400 to 12800. The speed of change - available in all modes except the manual (M) - does not allow you to set a minimum shutter speed, instead giving you options slow, standard and fast. Unfortunately, the
camera does not allow you to adjust the exposure of compensation when using Auto ISO in manual exposure mode. The PowerShot G1 X Mark II is the first Canon G-series camera to have a touchscreen display. There aren't really any surprises here as the G1 X II features are no different from those found on the other touch cameras we've tried. You can touch to focus or take pictures. The menu can be
controlled by dragging and clicking. You can zoom in on the image in double-click play mode and then use your finger to drag the image around. Moving through the images takes but flick and you can scroll them faster, increasing the scrolling speed. The Wi-Fi Features of the G1 X Mark II has virtually all the Features Wi-Fi one might wish for. G1X II allows the following actions: remote control from a
smartphone Transfer images to a smartphone Transfer photos to the social network or by email (via Wi-Fi) Automatic download to the cloud service Canon or Google Drive (via Wi-Fi) Button Direct connection in one touch will instantly switch the camera with the smartphone that you used. NFC-enabled smartphones can also connect to the G1 X II by clicking. Images and films can also be sent to Mac or PC.
Features in the remote capture section of the CameraWindow app are limited to what you see here. However, the remote capture feature is not very reliable, and setting up photo sharing requires a lot of patience. As shown in the Above, the only things you can customize are zoom, flash mode, and self-timer. It would be nice if you had access to things like exposure and ISO. The app can also be used to
view and upload photos from the G1 X II, as well as providing GPS location data. When you first log in to the Wi-Fi menu, you'll be handed a screen with five icons. Icons are targeted devices: camera, smartphone, PC, printer or cloud service. Setting up most of them is quite simple - you can use an existing network or have a camera be your own hot spot. The most frustrating part of Wi-Fi is setting up
cloud services, which you want before you send photos elsewhere. This includes subscribing to Canon's Image Gateway service, authenticate the camera (which adds a cloud-based Canon service to the camera), and then create each of the social/photography networks (Facebook, Flickr, Google Drive, etc.) one at a time. We extract offers for your location, please update the page to see the prices. Page 4
of Jeff Keller Canon's PowerShot G1 X Mark II (and what a sip that is) is the camera I was looking forward to getting my hands on this year. While its predecessor caught the eye, ultimately I was disappointed with the G1 X's rather clunky design, slow autofocus, lack of any real macro-ability, and messy battery life (among other things). That's why I got really excited when I first laid eyes on the G1 X Mark II
earlier this year. The lens is longer (24-120 mm eq. ) and faster (F2.0-3.9), and the latter makes the camera pretty convincing when you throw in its 1.5 type sensor. The autofocus system is much faster according to Canon, and you can finally focus on something remotely close to the camera (5cm). I liked how the LCD can be pushed away from the back of the camera, as it gives you a little more flexibility
when drawing a shot from above. Some people (like me) prefer a fully articulating display on the original G1 X, while others will appreciate the slim body that comes along with the tilt of the screen. While some may bemoan the loss of the optical viewfinder (something I would normally like to have on my camera), the one on the G1 X wasn't great. LCD is good enough (although a little hard to see outdoors),
and while I didn't take any selfies (a word I have to admit I despise), I liked how the screen could be pulled from the body rather than just tilting. One thing that doesn't improve, what really should be, is the battery life, which is still miserable for a camera so big (and expensive). Two hundred and forty shots isn't going to get the most advanced amateurs through the day of shooting. The large G1 X II sensor
and fast lens allow you to exercise decent control over the depth of field (great for Camera). ISO 100, 1/1000 sec, f/3.5, 64mm equiv. So how do I like to use the G1 X II? I'd give him a mixed review. The camera can certainly be held with one hand, although I preferred a firmer feel Grip. There are many buttons that surround the thumb rest, so you have to be careful since some buttons can be easily hit.
Speaking of buttons, I found myself scratching my head about why there are two buttons related to Wi-Fi, and I kept clicking on the top thinking it was for playback mode. A pair of dials around the lens is another notable feature. Setting up the default program mode in order - the internal dial regulates exposure compensation. In priority mode, Aperture or Shutter, the internal dial controls these settings
accordingly, but there is no more direct control over the exposure comp. This sent me immediately to the menu, from where I could choose one of the other dials (external or rear) to handle this feature. You can also click up on the four-way controller to switch between the two settings. Once this was created, I was very happy, but I noticed that the inner dial can be flaky from time to time. In some cases the
camera didn't notice that the inside dial was clicked on the next detent, so you had to turn it another click in order to respond. This is especially the problem when you have a shutter release button halfway pressed and release it to change settings - the dial takes a second or so to wake up. We argue that it is worse than having a dial that does not give feedback: the dial, whose feedback does not correlate
with its actions. What bothered one of my colleagues was the brief irresponsibility when you close the Func menu. If you go to the Func menu just to realize that you really wanted to use the main menu, the camera won't react - leaving you to wait for a menu that's not going to open. We attribute this to the fancy animations used in the Func menu, which are pretty but ultimately unnecessary. The G1 X Mark
II really didn't want to focus in this situation - a problem I rarely had. ISO 100, 6.0 sec, f/5.6, 120mm equiv. In almost all situations, the autofocus system is wonderful. Although I wasn't impressed with his speed, I didn't have to wait for him to fix his theme except for one situation. Taking the night scene above (which may look familiar to some), the G1 X II absolutely refused to focus. It would just give up and
display a terrible yellow box, regardless of whether I use AiAF or single point focus modes. Having taken this photo hundreds of times with different cameras, it was very unusual. The solution was simple though: I moved the focus point elsewhere in the frame, which was even brighter, and the camera focused just fine. We had some unusual problems with manual focus in our studio. If, for example, we
made five shots in a row, one of them was out of focus for no apparent reason. Although it is not that we could repeat every time it happened so often than we would like. I was really impressed with how well the G1 X II performs on high sensitivity. This picture was taken on iso 8000, and still looks remarkably good. ISO 8000, 1/800 1/800 f/3.9, 77mm equiv. There is not much to wait between shots, except
if you turn on any of the DR correction features and the camera should use them. This can result in about a second delay with the busy displayed on the LCD. When shooting Raw-JPEG, both DR correction features are disabled. The delay between shots is a little longer than for JPEG, but is not unreasonable. With The Raw-JPEG enabled, the splash speed on the G1 X II was too slow to track this fast-
moving object. ISO 100, 1/1000 sec, f/4.0, 24mm equiv. Taking while riding up Mount Diablo in California, I wanted to capture some action shots of cyclists racing down the hill. I threw the camera into blast mode and the speed of the explosion was unimpressive. After a while I realized that the G1 X Mark II probably couldn't shoot at its advertised 5.2 fps speed when using Raw, so I went to JPEG only. Of
course, the camera performs much better. HDR on the standard two features worth mentioning are HDR and Wi-Fi. In contrasting situations like the one above, HDR comes in very handy. In smaller images, the HDR version looks much better than a normal shot. However, zoom in and you'll see that the alignment is a bit off despite the camera using the fast shutter speeds. The remote part of the Capture
of the Canon CameraWindow app is very limited. The only thing you can do is zoom in, install a flash, or turn on the timer. Wi-Fi can be found on almost all high-quality compact cameras these days, and the G1 X II can send photos to your smartphone or to cloud services, social networks, photo-sharing sites and email, via the Wi-Fi network. You can also use your mobile device to control your camera
(albeit in a limited way), or send location data to geotagging. Some manufacturers do better than others when it comes to creating Wi-Fi, and Canon is one of the worst. In short, the Image Gateway website leaves much to be desired, too many steps are required, and it takes a long time to connect the camera to the network. The bottom line is that canon Wi-Fi function, while comprehensive, can be much
more user-friendly. We extract offers for your location, please update the page to see the prices. Page 5 Despite being a more advanced compact camera, the PowerShot G1 X Mark II has most features found at less expensive Canon points and shoots. These include the Hybrid Auto feature, which records a short video clip seconds before everyone else, as well as the more traditional Smart Auto mode,
which selects the scene mode automatically. Creative Shot takes six photos in a row and applies different color effects (retro, monochrome, special and natural). There are also special effects that are now commonplace, with the most notable HDR mode (see Experience page for example of this). Star Modes One new feature found on the G1 X II is its four Star Sky modes. There are four modes available -
three so far and one video - Include: Star Portrait: For taking a night portrait with an extra emphasis on the stars in the background. The camera takes three exposures (the first with a flash) and combines the results into one image. Star Nightscape: A simple long exposure mode that can further enhance the brightness of Star Trails stars: the camera takes photos continuously for two hours to track the
movement of stars in the sky. Using an additional AC adapter is a smart idea. Time-Lapse Movie Star: The camera takes photos from 15 seconds to 1 minute at 15 or 30 fps (up to two hours) and saves results as a film. When you move, the movement of the stars accelerates. These modes are for JPEG shooting only - sorry, raw fans. In addition, the lens is fixed on a full wide angle for all four features of
Starry Skies. Here are some examples of Star Nightscape and Star Trails. Don't forget to view them in full size to see what the G1 X II is capable of. These images were taken on a tripod in the Cascade Mountains of Washington. The camera received a decent photo of the stars using the Star Nightscape feature. I think there's a planet, maybe a meteorite? ISO 800, 15.0 sec, f/2.0 This impressive stellar
track was taken with the function of the same name. There is a delay before the exposure is released to reduce the risk of blurring. ISO 400, 30.0 sec, f/2.0 For all these stellar modes, you can fine-tune the white balance in a blue or amber direction. There's also a special night display mode for the LCD that switches to a dim, orange-colored view. One annoyance is that it is difficult to compose photos since
the camera does not type at all, so you have to point to something and hope for the best. The speed of the upgrade is also very poor, which does not help the issues. Focusing Canon tools makes it easy to get into manual focus mode on the G1 X II: simply click the MF button above the four-step controller. You can also have a direct manual focus feature (listed in the menu as AF-MF) that allows you to set
the focus manually after THE AF is already up and running. Although quite difficult to see here, the giraffe in the back has a red contour, implying that it is in the spotlight. Once there, you will be able to use the tokus extension and peak - separately or at the same time. The peak focus feature works as advertised, and users have choices of both intensity (low/high) and color (red/yellow/blue). Another tool is
the focus of a bracket that takes three shots in a row, at intervals of 1 or 2 steps. Canon does not give specifics about how much distance is covered between each interval. One puzzling thing about the G1 X II is that while you can use the focus peak while recording videos, you can't actually manually focus. The G1 X Mark II video in the movie mode is not very different from its probably because the sensor
seems to be the same. The G1 X II can record at 1080/30p, compared to 1080/24p on the G1 X (something Mark II can't do). The speed of the bit on the on The G1 X II is approximately 24MBps. Both cameras record stereo sound and use the H.264 codec. The real negative about the movie mode on the G1X II is the lack of manual control. You can adjust the brightness, aperture and focus before you
start, but once you hit that red button, everything is automatic. As mentioned above, while you can see the focus peak while recording, you can't actually manually focus. Speaking of which, the camera will constantly focus during the video, and pressing the AF lock (which should be assigned to the button) will not stop it. Autofocus at least allows you to use a touch screen to entice the camera to pull the
focus from one object to another. Other video modes on the G1 X II, including Star Time Lapse, Digest Movie (created using Hybrid Auto) and, Miniature Effect. The video quality of the G1 X Mark II is below average, as the comparison widget shows above. The resolution is very low and there are many moir and 'jaggies'. Although not as bad as the Fujifilm X-T1 and X-E2, the G1 X II is far from our base
camera, the Sony Cyber-shot RX10. The lack of manual control does not help the cause that keeps the G1 X II from the top of its class. Example 1 First sample is a portable video showing a seaplane taking off from Soyuz Lake. While the quality of the video is good, there are notable jaggie-like artifacts on the side of the plane. Example 2 The next sample was taken on a tripod, and the up-and-down
movement is called the pier on which he was sitting. Aside from some jaggies - which, as you'll see, is a common problem with the video - but otherwise things look pretty good. Objects in the clip look a little sharpened, which may be the cause of the artifacts. Sample 3 This video pans a shot with a camera on a tripod. What you will see here is a lot of muar and some jaggies as well. Not very impressive.
Example 4 The final video was shot at night. You will see some unusual artifacts on the crate and barrel of the building, with the sign appearing to sparkle. The wind filter turns on automatically, and if it was included in this sample, you sure can't tell. We extract offers for your location, please update the page to see the prices. Page 6 could be expected to have a camera with a 1.5 type sensor to have great
quality photos, and the Powershot G1 X Mark II delivers on that promise. The photos are sharp (except for some corner blur that both of our review samples, in different angles) with a good amount of detail captured. Even on the ISO 8000, the camera still produces gorgeous photos - even using the JPEG format. The G1 X II gives you a higher sensitivity limit than things like the Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-
RX100 II and, as shown in the graph on the intro page, gives you more control over the depth of the field. The combination of a fast lens and a large sensor on the G1 X II allows for an impressive blur of the background. ISO 100, 1/800 sec, f/3.9, 120mm Exposure is good part of the time though the G1 X II II have a strong tendency to clip highlights. Fortunately, you can get some of that back by shooting
the raw materials you'll see below. The colors are typical of Canon PowerShots, which means bright. The Line One program one of the issues we encountered with the G1 X II was its program line. If shooting in program mode - which we understand not every photographer will use - the camera will almost always keep the aperture open. While it works on compact cameras with tons of depth fields, it's not
the case on the big touchscreen G1 X II. If you take portraits it's not a big deal. However, landscapes may end up not looking as you imagined, with details becoming blurred unintentionally. There doesn't seem to be an effect on blur cornering or overall sharpness, which is good. The solutions are pretty simple. You can shoot in priority aperture mode, either full-time or when you catch the camera using an
unwanted aperture. If you're adhering to the program mode, changing the program is an option, although you need to set it up by displaying the Shortcut button to handle the AE lock. Raw Improvements in terms of small parts when shooting JPEG, G1 X II does a very good job. While you can do a little better with raw materials, the improvement is not as dramatic as on small touch cameras. Here, look:
JPEG, ISO 12800, 1/80 sec, f/3.9, 120mm equiv. Raw (processed with ACR 8.4.1) As you can see, our retouched raw conversion has an additional detail, and a less false color. Even so, the original JPEG looks damn good for a fixed camera lens. One thing we would really like to see in the camera is the raw transformation. Although Canon's higher-end DSLRs have this feature, it hasn't yet leaked up
powershots. Raw Dynamic Range In recent years, the advances that we have seen in the development of sensors are effectively manifested as a larger raw dynamic range, which is perhaps the most easily understood as the handling of latitude. For the most part, these differences in sensor performance are rarely seen in JPEGs cameras - it's when you start processing the raw materials that you see the
difference. There are two examples above that you can switch between using a retractable menu at the top of the widget. The first shows the scene in high contrast, with an emphasis on what is outside the window. We went up in the shade to see what things looked like. At first glance, the image looks greatly improved. After further inspection, however, there is a lot of noise, including a hard-to-fix noise
pattern lurking just below what is seen in THE JPEGs. In this even more extreme example, you'll see that while the lightened version looks well reduced, in fact there's a lot of chrome noise and not much detail. The aging sensor on the G1 X II has a fairly high noise floor, which means there is not much information for being already in JPEGs. Compared to Sony Cyber-shot, the DSC-RX100 II G1 X II should
have a clear advantage over its competitor - Sony RX100 II. Combination of large sensor sensors The brighter aperture (on most of the lens range) means that there should be no competition. And yet: because Canon uses a sensor that seems to have a lot in common with the 18MP APS-C chip it first introduced in 2009, while Sony uses the latest BSI CMOS technology, the difference is not as great as
you might expect. Canon G1 X Mark II Sony RX100 II Here we filmed two cameras side by side using brightness-matched exposure (base ISO, F10, 1/250th second). We then pushed the shadows slider into the ACR to reveal information from deep shadows (about a 4EV push). As you can see, the G1 X II in the shadows of the regions is significantly noisier than Sony,' and exhibit the noise pattern. If you
were to downscale the image of RX100 II in the G1 X II, the advantage is even greater. These examples (and our test scene on the upcoming pages) show that the RX100 II sensor is much better than the G1 X II, that it cancels out most of the dynamic range and the high noise benefits of the ISO that the larger G1 X II sensor should bring. The G1 X II still has the advantage of aperture, especially at the
long end of its scaling. This means that there are still times when it can use lower ISOs than Sony, and it can offer much more control over the depth of the field (meaning you can shoot the kind of portrait shown at the top of this page). Overall, however, the larger sensor in Canon is largely the reason that the camera is much less pocket-sized than Sony, but all the advantages that the extra sensor size are
not realized: Canon image quality advantage is not commensurate with its greater mass. Raw Files to download We extract offers for your location, please update the page to see the prices. Page 7 PowerShot G1 X Mark II is a good performer in most areas. Running, focus, and shot-in-shot delays are brief, the upgrade speed on the LCD is impressive, and continuous shooting isn't bad, at least for JPEGs.
The camera drops a bit when you consider it being offline, and autofocus can be flaky from time to time. When you're powering up on camera, it will take about 1.3 seconds before the G1 X II is ready to take a picture. The autofocus speed is really fast than the original G1 X, sometimes twice as fast. The gap is a little smaller when shooting a face, but overall, the G1 X II wins this race. The G1 X II autofocus
system failed several times to cope with this system. In the night scene mentioned on the Shooting Experience page, the camera repeatedly displayed a yellow square on the LCD, which means that the focus cannot be obtained. In other situations, the camera would be more interested in focusing on something in the background rather than on a closer object in the spotlight. The use of continuous AF has
helped to reduce this problem. Delays shot to shot are brief, hanging about 1.2 seconds, regardless of whether you shoot or JPEG. As mentioned on the shooting experience page, the G1 X II can be unresponsive at times. Inside dial 'clicky' 'clicky' Don't always react when you turn it off, and the whole camera pauses for about 1.5 seconds after the shutter exits halfway clicking. Continuous shooting One of
the weakest moments on the PowerShot G1 X was its continuous shooting performance. The camera couldn't crack the 2 fps mark, even when shooting JPEGs on a very fast SD card. Canon has significantly improved things on the G1 X II, with stated speeds as high as 5.2 fps. To put The Canon numbers to the test, we used the super-fast SanDisk Extreme Pro UHS-1 SDHC card, which has a record
speed of 90MB/sec. The standard continuous regular continuous mode blocks focus and exposure on the first shot. As you can imagine, this is how you are going to reach the top speed camera. Timeline JPEG Large/SF RAW RAW-JPEG SF Frame Speed 5.3 fps 1.4 fps Number of frames for the card's full speed buffer N/A Write full 1 sec Good news is that the G1 X II can shoot continuously until its
memory card fills up, and does not lock up while it cleans the buffer. The bad news is that the raw burst rate is very low, to the point of not being very helpful. Continuous AF As its name suggests, this blast mode refocuses on every shot. One would expect an even slower rate of surge than the higher one, due to the time it takes to focus. Timeline JPEG Large / SF RAW RAW-JPEG SF Frame speed 3.0 fps
0.8 fps 0.7 fps Number of frames for the card capacity buffer full speed N/A Write full 1 sec G1 X Mark II hit its advertised numbers, for JPEGs at least as is the only speed that Canon reveals. While the camera can shoot fast enough to track a moving object while shooting JPEGs, anything connected by Raw is just too slow. As in standard continuous mode, you can continue to take photos until the memory
card is filled, and there is no lock delay after the explosion. The battery life of Canon has done an impressive job in creating a smaller battery (NB-12L), which has the same amount of power as the NB-10L found in the G1 X. However, the battery life is pretty poor for a large, expensive camera, with a CIPA rating of 240 shots to charge. The external charger is included in the box, which fills the NB-12L in
just over three hours. The G1 X II cannot be charged via USB. We extract offers for your location, please update the page to see the prices. Page 8 The actual sensitivity of each specified ISO is measured using the same shots that are used to measure ISO noise levels, we simply compare the exposure for each shot with the dosed light level (using the calibrated Sekonic L-358), the medium gray
corresponds. We estimate the accuracy of these results as 1/6 EV (the error given in the specifications Note that these tests are based on sRGB JPEG output cameras, according to ISO 12232:2006, the standard used by camera manufacturers. In our tests, we found that the measured ISOs from the G1 X Mark II are within 1/6 of their stated value, so that can be considered accurate. Noise Noise Noise
Reduction (JPEG) For the noise test below we have included the PowerShot G1 X (for obvious reasons), the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 II (being another great sensor enthusiast compact), and the Canon EOS 700D (Rebel T5i) as a representative of the APS-C. The G1 X Mark II keeps the noise level relatively low, with the real jump going around the ISO 6400. If you look at the stamps, it's at this point
that the part goes south - that means it keeps the noise down, applying a pretty high noise reduction level. The Sony RX100 II - which has a more modern 1-type BSI-CMOS sensor - shows less measured noise than Canon (as a result of higher noise reduction applied). The G1 X II has significantly less noise than the EOS 700D, which uses similar sensor technology but an old processor. The performance
of the G1 X II noise is likely to be down to its use of the rather strong noise reduction introduced in the EOS 5D Mark III. Although there has been a lot of talk about the G1 X Mark II being more niche than its predecessor, the difference is actually very small. We wouldn't be surprised to find two cameras using the same sensor, but with the Mark II using a slightly smaller region of it. The G1 X II has three
JPEG noise modes: standard, low and high (no 'off'). The default, as you might have guessed, is standard. These regimes are behaving exactly one would expect. The high NR setting has less noise than nr Standard, and so on. Our dynamic range measurement system includes a calibrated Stouffer Step Wedge (13 total range stops) that is illuminated using a daylight balanced lamp (98 CRI). One shot of
this produces a gray wedge scale from a cropped white camera dot to black (example below). Each step of the scale is equivalent to 1/3 EV (third of a stop), we select one step as medium gray (defined as 50% brightness) and measure outward to determine the dynamic range. Thus, there are two sides to our results, the number of shadow range (below average gray) and the number of selection ranges
(above the average gray). For most people highlight range is the first thing they think about when it comes to dynamic range, meaning the amount of highlight detail above the average gray camera can capture before clips to white. The range of shadows is more complicated; in our test, the line on the graph stops as soon as the brightness is lowered below our certain black point (about 2% brightness) or
the signal-to-noise ratio falls below the predetermined value (where the shadow part will be swamped by noise), depending on what comes first. Cameras compared to our comparison JPEG dynamic range we compare the G1 X Mark II vs. Sony Cyber-Shot DSC-RX100 II, Olympus E-M10 (as Micro Four-thirds representative), and Canon EOS 700D is an example of APS-C. With its DR The correct feature
off, the G1 X II captures a little more tone that its predecessor, but the Sony RX100 II wins the day. If you compare only the G1 X II and RX100 II, II, it seems that Canon is going deeper into the shadows, but as you'll see on the image quality page, noise is already having an impact in this region, and Sony comes out on top. Dr Modes The G1 X II has both dynamic range and shadow correction. They are for
firing JPEG only (and disabled when using Raw-JPEG) and can be used separately or together. DR Correction has four options: off, Auto, 200%, and 400%. Much like a Fujifilm camera, the camera uses three different amplification/tone curve combinations to capture and incorporate more highlight details. In order to provide this extra room to highlight the tone, the camera raises the minimum ISO. For DR
200%, it is ISO 200, and twice as much as for DR 400%. Below you can see how the tone curve changes in different DR settings: As you can see, the DR correction feature gives you more information in the basic and increasingly smooth clotting. This is due to increased noise in the shadows. As these modes push tones deeper into the raw camera response, the shadow areas of each mode become more
noisy (as we saw on the image quality page, the noise is already lurking in the shadows). As mentioned above, there is also a shadow correction mode that has options off and auto. Below you can see the implications of these two options: The Shadow Correct feature does pull up shadows, by about two stops according to our tests. It also affects the middle tones, and makes the transition to white more



sharp. It can be combined with DR correction modes, but this risks making shadow noise even more noticeable. We extract offers for your location, please update the page to see the prices. Page 9 Our latest test scene is designed to simulate both daylight and low-light photography. Pressing the lighting buttons at the top of the widget allows you to switch between them. The daylight scene is filmed with a
manual white balance set, but the camera remains in automatic settings for low-light tests. Based on the ISO, the G1 X Mark II doesn't look much different from its predecessor, although it shows a little more moir. The ISO 800 camera supports a good amount of detail, especially compared to the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 II. Noise-wise, the G1 X II performs similarly to the original G1 X. When we reach
the ISO 3200 the original G1 X is slightly better in terms of noise, while the Mark II works better than the smaller touch of the Sony RX100 II, even if normalized. While the noise increases and the parts begin to slide on the ISO 6400, the photos are still very useful, especially in print sizes. The same can be said for the G1 X II top ISO 12800: although not miraculous in full size when cut for printing or web
sharing, still look pretty good. Aside from some moir, there's not much to say about the G1 X II raw performance at low ISOs. At the average ISO 800 in this case), the Mark II is comparable to the original G1 X, as well as the EOS 700D Canon. Canon. The Sony RX100 II is very close when the image size is normalized. Chrome noise starts to appear on ISO 1600, and ISO 3200 results in the loss of parts.
On the upper sensitivity (ISO 12800) the chrome noise took out most of the details in the scene, and gave this guy a bloody nose. Low light JPEGs are lighter than in daylight, which is no surprise. Comparing the two G1 X models, you'll find that the Mark II is a little more awe-free than its predecessor. Canon does a good job of reducing chrome noise in its JPEGs, but this is due to small details. When
recording raw files, the chrome noise starts hitting the finer details around the ISO 3200, with some false color visible as well. Things don't get drastically worse in the top two sensitivities, although it's worth noting once again that the G1 X Mark II has a little more chrome noise than the G1 X as the ISO rises. We extract offers for your location, please update the page to see the prices. Prices. g1x mk iii. g1x
mk iii review. canon g1x mk iii vs g5x. canon g1x mk iii battery. canon g1x vs g1x mk ii. powershot g1x mk iii. canon powershot g1x mk ii review. canon powershot g1x mkiii 24.2mp aps-c
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